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Df. Nalp Tuna

Varl.cty elub Heart Hoepltal
Unlverslty of tvlLnnesota
ttLnnea;rolLs, Mlnnesota 55455
Dear Ualp
Thcae are

ueeful, thought-provoklng

and worthwhlla

data.

Eorr6v€r,

the general pitch f fl"nd is unfortunate. ft adds unneoeaaarlly to
eontroversy. ft apgroars to support a test whLch ls unphyelologlc
and non-standardiaed, whan all you really mean le that at work
loads comllarable to the averaqe ohtainecl rvLth a Maeterrs teet,
the sensttlvtty-specl"flci.ty ts slmg.lar, ln your bl.ased hospital
sample.

f would think you should rlownplay this "argument' dnd emphasl"ze
rathar the relattonehLp tretween FCG response and magnltude of di.seaae.

wiIl questl,on thie demonetratJ"on, Ho!,zever, Gven here you
unnocoaaarily leave Eqny picaytrnish det'lel"encLes Ln method and
claLme that people elfi-Ghoot at (which I have 6one ln my runnLng
csnmentary ancloaed). The encloeed i"n llr00$.rren, ts the only
atudy.whi.ch ehours the tndspqryleqt, predietlve Lrnportance of the
exerolse test,
Few

Regarde,

Henry Blackhurn,

F{, tr).

HE/rc

I
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Abstract:
Paraoraph l, second sentence: Meaning unclear.
different? Differences in what?

Was

sensitivity

Paragraph 3r Extrapolation not justified.

Text:
Page

2, paragraph 1: Hardly "universal.,, Not used by more than

Paragraph 2t Many might disagree. There are several reasons for
using a progressive test which have nothing to do with diagnostic
yield. And it is not so much belief that Masters is an inadequate
challenge but that it is a non-stand.ard and non-physiologic challenge,
as often excessove as inadequate.
Paragraph 3: You make an assumption of "a11 or none" here: ',the
minimum degree of coronary narrowing necessary to produce a
positlve test is not known. "

A "positive test" is on a.continuum, as is the coronary
narrowing, as are the several E6firponents of eardiac work. Question
this simplistJ-c approach.
Paragraph 4, sentence 1: Question meaning and accuracy. What is
based on epidemiological studies? What epidemiological studies.
The interpretation has been based largely on insurance population
studies, until most recently. What do you mean "normal?,i- Just
say what the studies were.

Rather than criticizing the innportant work of all your
predecessors, why not sayr"the advent of coronary arteriography

allows consideration of the individual- peculiarities o . . etc.,'
Paragraph 5: b) "mose of response" meaning is uncLear here.

It{ethoCs:

Are you entirery candid here about where you got the cases with
normaL arteriograms. You told me it was from sutgical referrals.
Informed consent?
Page 4: No discussion of repeat variability of grading, or whether
observer was blinded to other variables. I think this is now
requir_e{ for scientific publications. AIso you present no evidence
of the repeatability or validlty of your weighting system.
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$7hat singLe monitoring lead? How did it compare to V.
recorded after? Did you correct for amplitude differences'
or use same criteria for different lead systems.

In one place you diagnose "abnormality" when upright T waves
were inverted and in another you say positive test was a I mm.
ST

depression.

Which?

Why did you not make the standard ST measurements and study
the continuum of responses? That is: ST,J. Sf slope.
Mid ST amplitude or OX/QT. Your attempt to force diagnosis into
posltive or negative results inevitably in
1) miscLassifications on both sid.es
2) much loss of information.

Results:

i

Because resting blood pressure
ST response it would be useful

is an important determinant of
to consider it in the analysis.
Paragraph 2z The difference in what? (resting ECG finding)
Questlon terrn "non-myocardial infarction chang€s. rl
Tables 2 and 3 potentially valuable but should be more
detailed and should include otrjective criteria in legend. It
should state that I{f is by ECG criteria and quantify them.
Paragraph 3: You begin to generalize here. "half of patients
. . " Qualify such
[in thi.s series] with severe CAD have MI
statements

!

Table 4 z Same leads

and

criteria?

Specify not the same patients.

Page 8: Sensitivity and specificity appear
and are nowhere defined in Methods.

for the first time

TableTl Begins to get awfully complicated for the (lazy) reader.
Discussion:
Paragraph 1: You are pressing this point too hard. The main
use, for purposes of detection (excluding functional evaluation)
is to detect "latentr" not clinically manifest disease. I donrt
recall clalms that it detected "early" disease, and beJ.ieve you
have Lnferred this.

is

What evidence have you that "it is necessary that
made ear1y. " In other words, be more circumspect.

the diagnosis

I really donrt go for the tone throughout of comparing Masters
Treadmill. ft appears to support the idea of an outdated,
non-standardized, unphysiological test. It wou,ld soften this if you,
and

/

at least in discussion, spoke of work loads attained in the Masters
vs. those in a graded test. You should emphasize, if true, that
heart rates were similar for those having positive tests. you
should emphasize that the Masters is unphysiologic, has no
warm-up, and clearly exceeds (overshoots) the ",critical,' VO2 in
severe CAD (a good argument for a prooressive test.
Page 11: The first sentence is disturbing in that is perpetuates
your "al1 or noen" idea. fschemia is not even "a11 or none"
for the individual, and certainly not for a population.
Paraqraph 2: Why disturb-ing? Name any other test for a chronic
disease which is better than 75-80S sensitive?
The point here is that the progressive test does give a significant increased yield of "positive" tests in popu1a on studies.
Only the correlation with eAD, and the prognosis is uncertain,
and we have all admitted this.
Page 13: Have you adequately documented here the relationship
to collaterals?
Paragraph 2a l,lusky. "I{ay.be similar," but usually arentt!
Summary:

Page 13: I donrt see the necessary relationship between
exercise tolerance and positive response.

